
SNOW-THROW IN EUROPEAN LARCH AT HANMER 

SPRINGS. 

(H. B. LATTER.) 

(The following abstract is taken from an investiga
tion of damage done by snow to European larch at Hanmer 
Springs, made as field-work to fulfill School of Forestry re
quirements. Courtesy acknowledgment is made to Mr. 
Roche, Officer in Charge at Hanmer Plantation, for much 
kindly advice and assistance, and to the State Forest Ser
vice for permission to carry out the study, and to publish 
this abstract.) 

European larch was extensively planted at Hanmer 
Springs between 1904 and 1916, a total area of 1,031 acres 
having been established with this species during those years, 
of which the greatest proportion was planted between 1908 
and 1913. The trees were pit planted at 4 x 4ft. spacing 
and until 1931 had received no thinning or any other 
silvicultural attention. Snowthrow was first observed fol
lowing the winter of 1928, when some rather severe drives 
developed in one of the oldest of the hillside blocks, then in 
its 20th year. In 1931 severe snowthrow developed in a 
large number of hillside blocks of ages from 18 to 23 years, 
and considerable damage was done. It was considered 
therefore that a study of the occurrence of snowthrow 
might be of value. 

The plantation at Hanmer Springs comprises a gently 
sloping riverlaid plain of thin stony soil over beds of im
pacted shingle, at an elevation of 1,200 feet, together with 
an extent of encircling hill country rising gently to 
sharply from it. The hill formation is a fair covering of 
yellow clay over a free rotten rock. Larch has been planted 
on these slopes up to a height of about 300 feet above the 
flats. * 

Climatic factors of importance in this study are wind, 
snow and rain-fall. The prevailing wind is the "nor
wester," a hot drying wind often of high velocity, which 
may blow continuously for several days. It is most fre
quent in spring and summer, but also occurs with less veloc
ity and with shorter duration in the winter. Its connection 
with snowthrow lies first in its lowering of site quality 
through excessive transpiration, but chiefly in its relation 
to sabre bole, as shown below. The rainfall of 41in. is 
fairly well distributed. Spring and summer rain is largely 
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of nor-west origin, but the winter rains and snows are 
brought by sou-west storms. The amount of snowfall in 
any storm is very variable, varying from 3 feet in one 
storm late in 1918, to a maximum fall of 3-4 inches in 1933, 
Falls of snow may be expected between May and Septem
ber, though unseasonal falls as late as the last week in 
October are recorded. The sou-west wind, while blustering, 
is not of great velocity, while it usually drops to a gentle 
breeze once the snow has commenced to fall steadily. The 
snow is characteristically moist, and adheres readily to the 
trees, tending in the absence of wind to build up a very 
considerable load. 

The areas planted to larch may be divided into four 
s i tes : flats, exposed slopes, sheltered dry slopes, and shel
tered moist slopes. 

The flats, with their impacted subsoil, and proneness 
to frost represent the poorest site. Height growth is dis
tinctly less on the flats than on the slopes, while mortality 
has been heavy, so tha t density is low. The result has been 
the development of a stand of relatively short stocky trees 
with well-shaped broadly conical crowns, well differentiated 
into crown classes. A large proportion of the trees of this 
site are markedly sabre boled. 

Exposed slopes, that is, exposed to the nor-wester, are 
uniformly dry in character, due to the evaporating power 
of the wind. Mortality has been much lower than on the 
flats, and density is fairly full. Height growth has been 
better than on the flats, so that the trees have developed 
longer, more gradually tapering boles, with long narrow 
crowns, not distinctly separable into crown classes. Nearly 
all the trees on this site are markedly sabre boled. 

On sheltered dry slopes, mortality has been even lower, 
and height growth greater than on the preceding site, with 
the development of an even more crowded stand of tall 
whippy trees with narrow constricted crowns, poorly differ
entiated into crown classes. Only a small proportion of the 
trees on this site are markedly sabre boled. 

The sheltered moist slopes represent the highest site 
quality. Mortality has been extremely low, and height 
growth at its best, resulting in stands of an excessive stock
ing of tall thin boles with very narrow crowns poorly dif
ferentiated into crown classes* Sabre boled trees are few 
to absent. 

The term "sabre bole" which has been already used 
several times, needs some explanation. It is the term applied 
by H. G. Champion, I.F.S., to the basal sweep or curve so 
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common in larch. Summarising Champion's account of ex
isting knowledge of the occurrence of sabre bole it may be 
said tha t while under suitable site conditions all races of 
larch are subject to it, some races are more susceptible to it 
than others. Champion mentions as suitable conditions for 
its development, poor soil and exposure to wind. Probably 
both factors operate at Hanmer, but sabre bole is prevalent 
there on all sites except those well sheltered from the north
west wind. In all cases the lean of the bole is always directly 
away from the north-west wind, no matter what the aspect 
of the slope may be, so that on exposed slopes the lean is 
uphill, while on sheltered slopes the lean is downhill. 

Damage by snowthrow may be either the overthrow 
of single trees, or the development of drives in which all 
trees in an area of some extent may be more or less com
pletely involved. These drives may attain a width of one-
half chain by a length of 2 | chains. The mechanism of 
the drive is as follows: One tree, overloaded with snow, 
will break or tear out at the root, and in falling will strike 
another already loaded almost to capacity. The drive will 
then develop with increasing momentum until either a gap 
in the stand lets the drive r ight through to the ground, or 
a group of firm-rooted trees holds it up in mid-air. Fac
tors making for development of drives are, a tall slender 
stem, a high stand density, a narrow crown, poor differen
tiation of crown classes and an initial lean, as is provided 
by the sabre bole. 

Examination of the stands revealed tha t damage from 
snowthrow differed in the four sites already differentiated 
as follows:— 

On the flats no drives had developed in spite of the gen
eral prevalence of sabre bole, due to low density, short 
stocky form, and well differentiated crown classes. Snow
throw was confined to single trees, mainly those of the co
dominant crown class which were deforming outward to 
escape suppression by adjacent dominant trees. Loss of 
such trees will probably have no detrimental effect on the 
final stocking. 

On exposed slopes snowthrow is absent, due to the fact 
tha t the sabre bole, leaning always away from the north
west wind, leans uphill on such sites, giving a tendency to 
fall in tha t direction which is successfully withstood by the 
powerful resistance of the downhill portion of the root 
system, always well developed. 

On the sheltered slopes conditions are much more fav
ourable for the development of drives, and it is to these two 
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1—Looking 
origin. 

down the drive from 
TYPICAL DRIVE FORMED BY SNOW 

the 2—View across the drive. 



sites that such damage is confined. The greater height, the 
restricted diameter growth, the great density, and the even
ness of the crown levels are powerful predisposing factors. 
To this must be added the effect of sabre bole, where pre
sent, which gives an initial lean in a downhill direction, 
throwing the weight upon the uphill portion of the root 
system, never well developed. Sheltered dry slopes have a 
greater proportion of sabre boled trees than sheltered moist 
slopes, but the greater height and density of the latter, to
gether with the greater ease of uprooting in the damper 
soil make the damage done on these moist slopes greater 
than that done on the dry slopes. 

An attempt was made to estimate the extent of dam
age done to date by running cruise lines one chain wide 
through the damaged stands, and mapping in the areas 
rendered vacant by the drives. Of the area of 1,031 acres 
of larch, it was found that just under 100 acres were in
cluded in these sheltered slopes, both dry and moist, which 
were subject to development of drives. Of this area, it 
was estimated that 17% had already gone out of production. 
The area involved, 100 acres, is not great, but it should 
not be lost sight of that it includes the best site quality for 
larch in the plantation, containing also the lowest propor
tion of deformed trees. 

The remedy suggested to prevent further damage on 
these susceptible sheltered slopes, and to avoid loss in sub
sequent crops, is that of thinning to remove sabre boled 
trees, and to lower stand density to a point where diameter 
growth, crown development and root expansion may keep 
pace with height growth. 
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